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Dei
Common terms and You . e choices. ea. rev .w these to consider what might be right for you

definitions: and tl..n discuss it t h y . , i n take counselor.

i urton and .ssoci, .s is a law firm with a Debt Resolution division, not a
Debt settlement: Also referred

recently ope d s i re front claiming to offer services. Your attorney will review
to as debt negotiation, this is an and app ve yuui application for debt relief to insure whatever choice you have

agreement between a creditor made 's a 

,ie option for you and if it is not, will recommend to you other

and a debtor for a lump sum soi ition he or she feels are more appropriate.

settlement of the debt for less
have attorneys in 48 states as well as the District of Columbia. Currently

than the balance owed. To pay v do not practice in Colorado or Hawaii. We offer Debt Settlement, Debt

their debts, borrowers make one , ianagement and for those in need, Bankruptcy.

monthly installment into a bank
Using their experience and expertise, the attorneys at Norton and Associates

account where funds accumulate are committed to you, their client, to advise and serve you with the best
until enough is saved to settle an remedy to unburden you of what now feels like an unbearable load.

account. This typically takes 18

to 48 months. This is considered
Please review these options and speak with your enrollment counselor to help

you select the best choice for your particular situation.
the best alternative to bankruptcy

and should be considered when a Pay Your Bills

consumer can no longer afford Our intake counselors as well as each attorney reviews every clients financial

worksheet. Occasionally we determine that if the potential client was a better
their regular monthly payments to

money manager, they could pay their bills. While it is rare, it does happen.
their creditors. With this in mind, we ask that each person seeking debt relief to first review

their household budget to insure they actually need our assistance.

Debt management (DMP): A
Keep Doing What You Have Always Done

DMP requires borrowers to
Most companies and Firms call this the "do nothing plan." Here at Norton and
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deposit monthly funds with a Associates we refer to it as the "Einstein Plan" because as Albert Einstein once

credit counseling agency, which remarked, "the definition of insanity is doing the same thing over and over and

disburses them to creditors for expecting different results."

purposes of paying off the
We understand that if you have to decide to pay minimum payments on your

former's outstanding debt. DMPs, unsecured debt at the expense of your needs and goals, it will take you up to

which typically last 36-60 months, thirty years to pay off your debt. If all you can afford to pay is the minimum,

or even worse, have to "rob Peter to pay Paul" in order to do that, you willbenefit consumers by reducing
never reach financial stability. You are free to choose this remedy but we

collection calls, often lowering strongly suggest you read on to consider other more helpful options.
interest rates and waiving finance

charges. Debt Settlement
Norton and Associates has extensive experience and expertise negotiating

settlements for clients in distress. Our firm specializes in handling cases where
Einstein Plan: If you owe a bankruptcy is not an option, the client sees no way out and wants to do their

creditor ten thousand dollars at best to satisfy their creditors while lowering their debt burden and restoring

19% interest and never add an their financial stability. Our firm brings to each case its experience in debt

settlement always taking into consideration the needs of the client as well as
additional charge while making

having an great understanding of the credit card/banking industry.
the minimum payment each

month you will pay for RRy four Debt Settlement is a good choice for those who are considering Bankruptcy,

years and will pay $35,000 in have come to understand without some immediate relief they will be forced

into a BK and want or need to avoid that permanent stain on their record. We
interest. Insane, right? offer this choice to all that qualify, after all, attorneys have since the beginning

of time helped individuals, companies, municipalities and sometimes entire

Bankruptcy: Bankruptcy is a nations to negotiate a less-than-owed settlement to eliminate their debt

burden.
federal court process designed to

help consumers and businesses Debt Settlement, like all compromises, has some wonderful qualities and some

eliminate their debts or repay that are less than wonderful. Those choosing debt settlement must be willing to

them under the protection of the enjoy the benefits and tolerate the less than desirable side.

bankruptcy court. Bankruptcies
Debt Settlement is a legal and acceptable method of debt relief. Your creditors,

can generally be described as although they will not be paid in full, will usually accept less than full payment
"liquidations" or "reorganizations." due to your situation and hardship. In the short term it will lower your credit

Chapter 7 bankruptcy is the score. Creditors will continue to try to contact you and will often attempt to

intimidate you to pay your bills in full. Our firm will do our best to discourage
liquidation variety: If you own

them but it is likely you will continue receive calls. Luckily, your attorney as
property that isn't exempt under well as the caring and committed staff will help you every step along the way.

your state's laws, it may be taken

and sold (" liquidated" ) to pay The good side is you can be free of credit card debt - completely - in 12 to 48

months, most clients achieve their goal in about 32 months. Imagine, three
back some of your debt. Chapter

years from now you could be completely free of what now seems like an
13 bankruptcy is the most insurmountable obstacle.

common type of "reorganization"
Debt Managementbankruptcy for consumers: You
Debt Management, sometimes called debt counseling, is one of the least

get to keep all of your property, intrusive ways of eliminating your debt and has fewer side effects than debt
but you must make monthly settlement. It is a good choice for those who are struggling with debt but feel

payments over three to five years they could pay things off if they could just 'catch a break'.

to repay all or some of your debt.
Basically, it provides an efficient way to pay down your outstanding debt under

the best terms available. You make one monthly payment to a debt

management company, which will then distribute your funds to your creditors.

In return for making consistent, on-time payments through a reputable debt

management firm, your creditors will provide many benefits, including

significantly reduced interest rates, eliminating costly late and over-the-limit

fees, and even re-aging the account to current status. As your creditors accept

the proposal we submit to them, any collection calls you have been receiving

will taper off, and eventually (usually within 45-90 days) completely stop.
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Because debt management does not actually reduce how much you owe the

creditor, and instead primarily utilizes a reduction in the interest rates to speed

up your debt elimination, it does not directly affect your credit. While some

creditors may choose to notate on your file that you are participating in a credit

counseling program, this is a neutral notation and will not change your

credit score.

Debt Management often takes about five years to complete. If you drop out

before the end of the program, your interest rates, late fees etc will be

reapplied so this is not a choice you should make if you feel you will be unable

to stay the course for an estimated five years.

Bankruptcy
Bankruptcy laws have recently changed and unfortunately, Chapter 7

bankruptcy (where most, if not all of your debts are completely discharged) is

much more difficult to qualify for today. Norton and Associates bankruptcy

expertise allows our advisors to provide expert advice to its clients so the client

can determine whether bankruptcy is the.
'

.st alternative. In our experience,

Bankruptcy should be a last resort. When rc ssary, we v ' help you

through it but we do hope you will cc . i - your other chr .es f o r e taking

this step.
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